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Introduction 
Let R be a commutative integral domain; it is well known that the multiplicative 
group of its field of quotients Q can be obtained as the group of quotients of RX. 
This can be expressed by saying that Qx = . d(RX), where for any monoid M, .d(M) 
denotes the universal group of M. Let us write ,?Y for the set of matrices over R 
which become invertible over Q, then z can be viewed as a submonoid of M(R) = 
lim M,,(R). Moreover 2 is an Ore monoid, because R is commutative, and CL(Q) is 
iz group of quotients. Denote CL(Q) made abelian by K,(Q) and recall that the 
determinant map can be considered as an isomorphism K,(Q) z Q; we have 
Assume now that R is also a UFD and write P for the set of equivalence classes of 
associated primes of R; it follows by unique factorization that 
Q” =G(R)xD, 
where G(R) is the group of units of R and D is the free abelian group on P. In this 
paper we obtain analogues of these results in the non-commutative case. 
Let f : R -+ I/ be a homomorphism of rings and denote by Y5 the set of square 
matrices over R whose image is invertible over I/. Again, 2 can be considered as a 
submonoid of M(R). Our concern is the universal abelian group of 2. Clearly, f 
induces an abelian group homomorphism 
3: Ld(2T)*K*(U); 
we show in Section 2 that if R is a Sylvester domain, U its universal field of fractions 
and f is the natural embedding then f is an isomorphism (Theorem 2.4). Retain 
these hypotheses and consider the map K1(R)-K,(U) which is induced by f. We 
prove in Theorem 3.4 that if, in addition, R has unique factorization of full matrices 
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then the cokernel, D(R), of the above map is free abelian (on the set of equivalence 
classes of stably associated matrix atoms of R) and so 
K, tw = K, (RI x D(R), 
where K,(R) denotes the image of K,(R) in K,(U). In particular, this applies to firs. 
Recall from [l] that for any skew field F, the Dieudonne determinant can be viewed 
as an isomorphism K,(F) z FX ab whose inverse is induced by the natural embedding 
FX = GL,(F)-+GL(F). It follows that if the canonical map G(R)-K,(R) is surjective 
(i.e. if R is a GE-ring), computing UXab, and hence K,(U), reduces to determining 
the image of G(R) in U xab . In the last section we compute CJxab of skew polynomial 
rings and certain free rings. A typical result is the following: let R be the free algebra 
k(X), then 
u xab=~x x&R). 
1. Terminology and conventions 
Let R be an entire ring; we put RX for the multiplicative semigroup R\ {0}, the 
group of units of R is denoted by G(R). We write “‘R” for the set of m x n matrices 
over R, ‘R” is abbreviated to R” and mR1 to mR. We write R, or M,,(R) for nR”. Thus 
R, is the ring of n x n matrices over R, we put GL,(R) for G(R,,) and E,(R) for the 
subgroup of GL,(R) generated by the elementary matrices. R is said to be weakly 
finite if for each n and any A, BE R, we have 
AB=I, = BA=I,. 
We define M(R) as the direct limit: 
M(R) = 15 R,, 
where R, is embedded in R,, I by the rule 
Similarly, let GL(R) = 1% GL,(R) and E(R) = l&r E,(R). It follows that 
M(R) 2 GL(R) I, E(R). 
Let A E R,, we shall usually write A for the image of A in M(R) (thus identifying A, 
($ y), etc.) and so if BER,, by AB we mean 
Accordingly, M(R) will also denote the set U,R,,. Similar conventions apply to 
GL(R) and E(R). 
Let G be a group, the derived group of G is denoted by G’. The factor group 
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Gab = G/G’ is just G made abelian and clearly, G ab = .-9(G). It is well-known that for 
any ring R we have GL(R)‘= E(R) (cf. [2; V. 1.71); we shall write the usual K,(R) for 
GL(R)ab. 
Two n xn matrices A and B over R are said to be associated if there exist 
U, VE GL,(R) such that WA V= B. If in addition, U and V belong to E,,(R), A and B 
are said to be E-associated. When A E R,, BE R, and further 
are associated for some r and s, we say that A and B are stably associated. Stably 
E-associated matrices are defined analogously. The diagonal sum of two square 
matrices A and B over R is defined as follows: 
A/B= 
We write A’” for the expression AiAi -.a /A (n times). Assume now that 
A, BE “R” and further, that A and B agree except possibly in one row or column, 
say the first column. Write A=(A,, AZ, . . . . A,) and B=(B,, AZ, . . . . A,,). We define 
the determinantal sum of A and B with respect to the first column as 
AVB=(A,+B,, A*, . . . . A,,). 
The determinantal sum with respect o other rows and columns is defined analog- 
ously. For any m x n matrix A over R the inner rank of A, Q(A), is defined as the 
least integer s, such that A = BC, where A E mRS and B E SR”. A square matrix is said 
to be full if its inner rank equals its order. A homomorphism f: R-S is called rank- 
preserving if for every matrix A over R we have 
e(A) = e(Afh 
Let C be a set of square matrices over R; a homomorphism f: R-S is Z-inverting 
if Af, GL(S) for all A EZ. The universal Z-inverting homomorphism is defined 
accordingly; the codomain of this map is called the universal X-inverting ring and is 
denoted by RZ. We note that Rz can be constructed by formally inverting elements 
of 2 (cf. [5; p. 761). A set of square matrices 2I is said to be multiplicative if 1 E Z and 
for any matrix C of the appropriate size. For instance, if f:R-S is a 
homomorphism of rings then the inverse image of GL(S) in M(R) is multiplicative. 
Let Z be a multiplicative set of matrices and f: R-S a Z-inverting homomor- 
phism. Let A E ‘R”+’ and write A = (A,,, A I. . . . . A,) where Ai denotes the ith 
columnofA.FurtherwriteA*forthenx(n-1)matrix(A,,Az,...,A._,).Nowlet 
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where u E “-IS. If the matrix (A*, A,) is in Z we say that (1.1) is a t-admissible, 
p. Clearly (1.1) can be rewritten as follows: 
(A*,A,V ; ; ( > = (A*, -A,)-5 
here (A *, A,) is called the denominator and (A*, -A,,) the numerator of p in (1.1). 
It is a fairly easy consequence of 14; Thm. 7.1.21 that there exists a Z-admissible 
system for p E S if and only if p can be realized as an entry of the inverse of a matrix 
Bf, where B E 2. In particular, for every element of Rz there exists a Z-admissible 
system. 
We shall use the term ‘field’ to mean a not necessarily commutative division ring 
and add the adjective ‘commutative’ when needed. 
A ring is called a Sylvester domain if RZ is a field where C denotes the set of full 
matrices over R. This field is called the universal field of fractions of R and is also 
denoted by U(R) or simply U. From the universal property of Rz it follows that 
U(R) is unique up to isomorphism. Sylvester domains have been introduced in [8]; 
using [8; Thm. 31 and [4; Thm. 7.6.5, Corollary] it is easy to see that the definition 
given here is equivalent o that of [8]. Theorem 3 of [8] lists a number of equivalent 
conditions for a ring to be a Sylvester domain; for us it will suffice that R is a 
Sylvester domain if and only if there is a rank-preserving homomorphism of R into 
a field. We note that the subfield generated by the image of R under such a 
homomorphism is (isomorphic to) U(R). A very important subclass of Sylvester 
domains is the class of firs, that is rings in which every left and every right ideal, is 
free, of unique rank. The fact that a fir is a Sylvester domain is proved on p. 283 
of [4]. 
2. K,(U(R)) of a Sylvester domain 
Let R be a ring, Z a set of square matrices over R and consider Rx, the universal 
X-inverting ring. Denote by 2 the inverse image of GL(Rr) in M(R). We shall be 
investigating the universal abelian group of 2 which is denoted by .z@). We outline 
the construction of d(s), and note that the same procedure yields .d(M) for any 
monoid M. First we factor out the congruence relation on .?? generated by AB - BA, 
A, BE 2’. Put zab for the resulting monoid, then zab is the universal abelian monoid 
of 2. Now we make zab into a cancellation monoid by dividing out the congruence 
= on zab defined as follows: 
A=B if and only if AC-E for some CE~, 
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where A denotes the image of A E 2 in fab. Put 2 abc for the resulting abelian cancel- 
lation monoid, J@‘) can now be obtained as the group of quotients of sabc. Let 
A E.??, the image of A in Zabc will be written as [A]. Thus every element of s@) 
is of form 
[Al 
[Bl’ 
A, BEZ. 
We note that E(R) G 2, and further each E E E(R) is a product of commutators of 
E(R) which implies that [E] = [ 11. In consequence stably E-associated elements of 2 
have the same [ ]-value. 
Clearly, d(f) is characterized by the universal property that for any semigroup 
homomorphism h of _J? into an abelian group A, the diagram 
can be completed by a unique homomorphism so that the resulting diagram 
commutes. The natural homomorphism A : R-‘Rs induces a map fdGL(R=) and 
hence we obtain a homomorphism A’: Z+K,(R). Now by the universal property of 
S&Z’) we get the commutative diagram 
Our aim is to show that in certain cases 1 is an isomorphism. We need a couple of 
lemmas the first of which is due to the referee. 
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a ring and let _?I be a set of square matrices over R. Then for 
each n E NC there is a natural isomorphism 
M,(Rz) = M4R)z 
whereZ’= {,“‘]A EZ}. (Here A’” can be viewed as a matrix over M,(R).) 
Proof. It is clear that M,,(R),, is an n x n matrix ring, say M,(R)Z3=M,,(S). Under 
the natural map R+S every element of 2’ becomes invertible and hence so does 
every element of 2. It follows that we have a homomorphism Rz +S which gives rise 
to a : M,(R.+M,,(S). Furthermore M,,(R)-+M,(Rp) is Z-inverting, hence there is 
a map /3 : M,,(S)dM,,(Rz). It is easy to see that a and /? are mutually inverse. 
The above lemma enables us to find admissible systems for square matrices over 
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RI. Let R,Z; 2 be as before and let N be a positive natural number. Let PE 
MN(Rz) and suppose that 
IN 
w3,A*,A”)i x* 
0 
=o, (2.1) 
P 
where AO, A,E”~R~, A*E”~R(“-‘)~, X*E (n-‘)NR2 and (A*, A,)E~. Then (2.1) is 
said to be a %-admissible system for P over Rz(of order n). As in the 1 x 1 case, 
(A*, A,,) is called the denominator and (A*, -Ao) the numerator of P in (2.1); 
further PE GL(RZ) if and only if (A*, -Ao) ~3. To see that admissible systems for 
square matrices over RL exist, denote by 2’ the set of Nx N matrices over R which 
become invertible over MN(R),,, Z’={A’NIA~Z}. Then clearly~‘G~. Lemma 
2.1 demonstrates that M,V(Rz) can be realized as the localization of MN(R) at Z’and 
so we can find an admissible system over M,(R),, for any PEM,(R=) whose 
denominator is in 2’ and hence in 2. This system, considered over Rz, is 
f-admissible for P. We can now prove: 
Lemma 2.2. Let R be a ring and let Z be a set of square matrices over R. Then the 
natural homomorphism 1: d (2) -, K, (RL) is surjective. 
Proof. Let P be an element of GL(R=), say PE GLN(Rt), and denote the image of 
P in K,(Rz) by P. Choose an admissible system for P over Rz, say (2.1). Then 
(A., A,,)” I”;;- I) z) = (A*, -A# 
and both the numerator and the denominator of P belong to 2. It follows now that 
and hence x is surjective. 
The following theorem gives conditions under which X is an isomorphism. 
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a ring and let Z: be a set of square matrices over R. Suppose 
that RZ is weakly finite and the natural map ,I : R * Rz is rank-preserving. Then the 
induced map X : .d@> + K, (Rz) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. We have seen that l is surjective. To prove that it is also injective assume 
that [A]/[B] E ker X, we have to show that [A] = [B] in d(f). Clearly, A’(B’)-* is a 
product of commutators in GL(R=). By choosing N sufficiently large we may 
assume that A, B E M,y(R) and A*(B”)-’ is a product of commutators in GLN(Rz). 
Put zN=_&t~,&?); to verify that [A] = [B] it will suffice to show that for each N 
we have a commutative diagram 
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Consider the subset pN of the direct product of groups GLN(RZ) x A@) consisting 
of all ordered pairs (P, [(A *, -Ac)]/[(A *, A,)], such that 
IN 
(Ao,A*AJi x* 
0 
=o 
P 
is an admissible system for P. Our aim is to prove that p(N is a homomorphism of 
groups. Let the above system be admissible for P, let Q be any other element of 
GLN(Rz) and let 
IN 
ml,~*,&JA y* =o 
0 Q 
be an admissible system for Q. Then 
A* A, 0 
0 B. B, B, 
is an admissible system for QP. The [ ]-value of the numerator of QP in (2.2) 
remains unchanged if we interchange the nth and (n + m)th (block-) columns and 
then multiply the last column of the resulting matrix by -1; for this transformation 
can be performed using multiplication by elementary matrices. We thus obtain the 
matrix 
( 
A, -Aa 0 -A, 
0 0 B, B. > 
which can be written as the following product: 
A* -A0 0 -A, 
( 
I,,, 0 d A* -.+, 0 -A,, 
* 0 0 B, -B. = 0 Be -B. > ( >( 0 0 I,, > 
(2.3) 
Similarly, the denominator of QP in (2.2) can be factorized as follows: 
(2.4) 
On the right-hand side of (2.3) and (2.4) the factors are stably E-associated to 
(Be, -Bo), (A., -Ao), (A*, A,,) and (B*, B,,,) respectively and this shows that pN is a 
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submonoid of CL,@,) x .d(.l?). Furthermore the system 
1” 
(A,, A*, Al))” X*P-’ 
( > 
=o 
P-1 
is admissible for P-’ and 
[(A*, -A,)1 = [-llI(A*.A.)l = ((A*, -A011 
[(A*. Ao)l [-ll[(A*, -Ao)l ( > 
-’ 
* [(A *, An)1 
We find that (P, h) E pN implies (P-l, h-l) E ,u,.,. It is clear that for each PE GLN(RC) 
there is an h such that (P, h) EON and hence, to prove that puN is a homomorphism it 
will suffice to verify that (I,v, h) implies h = [I]. Consider the admissible system 
(Go,G,,G,)” z”1 
0 
=O; (2.5) 
IN 
we have to show that [(G*, G,)] = [(G,, -Go)]. From (2.5) it follows that 
(G,, G,+ Go)” = G:V(,- l)N, -2,) (2.6) 
and, since A is rank-preserving by hypothesis, we can find BE rNR(r- ‘IN, C,, E R,,_ I),&, 
and Cog (r-l)NR N, such that 
(G*, G,+ Go) = NC,, Co). (2.7) 
We have the following factorizations: 
(G,, GJ = WC*, GA = (4 GA , 
(G,, -Go) = WC*, -Go) = WC*, G, - BCo) = (4 GJ 
The matrices (B, G,) and C belong to ,?? because Rz is weakly finite; thus in A(z) 
we have 
KG*, GA1 = [(B, GrMGl = [CC,, -CON. 
This completes the proof of the fact that puN is a homomorphism. It remains to show 
that the above diagram commutes. Let A E zN; then 
is an admissible system for AA over R=(of order 1) and consequently 
(A”)pN=&[A] 
[II ’ 
as required. 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
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Theorem 2.4. Let R be a Sylvester domain, Z the set of full matrices over R and 
write U for the universal field of fractions of R. Then 
.@)=K,(U). 
Proof. Recall that the natural embedding R -+U is rank-preserving. Further we 
know that U= R=, so Rz is weakly finite. The claim now follows by Theorem 2.3 
observing that Z = 2. 
Remark 1. Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 can be strengthened so as to cover Ore 
domains. Let us call an embedding of rings R+S weakly rank-preserving if for each 
matrix A over R there exist D,,D~EM(R)~GL(S), such that es(A) =g,(D,A&). 
For instance, let R be a left (or right) Ore domain and Q its field of quotients, then 
R Z, Q is weakly rank-preserving, as is easily verified. The only place in Lemma 2.2 
and Theorem 2.3 where we exploit the fact that R-+Rz is rank-preserving is to 
obtain relation (2.7) from (2.6). If RdRx is only weakly rank-preserving, instead of 
(2.7) we can obtain 
D,(G,,Go+ G,)D;=B(C*, Co), 
where B, C*, Co are of the same size as in (2.7) and DI,DZ ~2’. As in the proof of 
Theorem 2.3 we can verify that [D,(G*,G,)D~] = [Dt(G,, -Go)&] whence we 
deduce that [(G*, G,)] = [(G*, -Go)]. Thus Theorem 2.3 holds with the hypothesis 
‘R- Rz is rank-preserving’ replaced by ‘R-* RZ is weakly rank-preserving’. Now let 
R be a right or left Ore domain with field of quotients Q. Put E= R x, then RL is just 
Q and so K,(Q)=.d@). 
Remark 2. The family {Pi}, defined in the proof of Theorem 2.3 gives rise to a 
homomorphism p : GL(Rz) + d(J?) which clearly factors through K,(R,). The 
resulting map @:K,(Rz)+z@‘) is the inverse of 1. Thus Theorem 2.4 can be 
expressed by saying that the diagram 
Z -GL(U) 4 U” 
commutes. The map p : GL(U)+d(Z) can be viewed as the Dieudonnt 
determinant. Thus the left-hand side rectangle of the above diagram demonstrates 
how to compute the Dieudonne determinant over a Sylvester domain. 
3. K,(U(R)) of a Sylvester domain with unique factorization of full matrices 
Recall that by a matrix atom we mean an atom of a matrix ring. It is clear that a 
matrix atom is necessarily full. Let A and B be full matrices over a ring R (not 
necessarily of the same size) and suppose that 
A=P,P2 . ..P. and B=QIQz...Qm, (3.1) 
where the Pi’s and the QI’s are matrix atoms. The factorizations of (3.1) are said to 
be isomorphic if m = n and the atomic factors of A and B are pairwise stably associ- 
ated for some permutation of the indices. A ring R is said to have unique 
factorization of full matrices (UFM for short) if every full matrix over R is either a 
unit or can be written as a product of matrix atoms and any two atomic factoriza- 
tions of a full matrix are isomorphic. In this section we specialize the results of 
Section 1 to Sylvester domains with UFM. Our main source of examples is [4; Thm. 
5.6.41 which states that firs have UFM. We note that there exist Sylvester domains 
with UFM which are not firs (cf. [4; p. 2011). 
Let R be a Sylvester domain with UFM and let ,Z be the monoid of full matrices 
over R; thus C is a submonoid of M(R). We shall consider factorizations in Z and to 
do this we need to know that stably associated matrices have isomorphic 
factorizations. This will follow from the next couple of lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a Sylvester domain, let A ERR’, B E’R~ and suppose that 
AB = I,. Then s I t and there exist C E ‘-$R’ and D E ‘Rtms uch that the matrix (5) is 
invertible with (D, B) as its inverse. 
Proof. The claim is easily seen to be equivalent o the following condition: if A4 is 
an R-module such that M@$R 3 ‘R then s-c t and Ma t-sR (i.e. stably free modules 
are free). Since a Sylvester domain is projective free this condition is immediate (cf. 
[9; Thm. 61). 
Lemma 3.2. (P.M. Cohn.) Let R be a Sylvester domain and let P be a matrix atom 
of R,. Then Pi I,,, is a matrix atom for each m. 
Proof. We have to show that if P-kZ,,,=AB, A,BcR,+,,, then A or B is a unit. 
Partition A and B as 
Al 
A= , 
( ) A2 
B=(BI,Bz) 
so that A2B2=Z,,,. By the above lemma we can find matrices C and D such that 
Then 
PiZ,,,=AB= (;:)(D, &J(Ac2)(B,,BJ= (“b” A;f2)(z, ;). 
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A,Bz=O, A2B, =0 
and hence (AID)(CB,) = P. But P is an atom by hypothesis o Al D or CB, is a unit 
which implies that A or B is a unit, as required. 
Proposition 3.3. Let R be a Sylvester domain with I/FM. Then stably associated 
full matrices over R have isomorphic atomic factorizations. 
Proof. Let A = PIP2 ---P, be an atomic factorization of A E R,; then for each m 
A i f, = (P, i I,,,)(Pz i 1,).0.(P, i 1,) is an atomic factorization of A i 1, E R,,, by 
the above lemma. The claim now follows from the obvious fact that associated full 
matrices over R have isomorphic factorizations. 
We can now describe the structure of J(Z), hence also of K,(u) and CJxab, when 
R is a Sylvester domain with UFM. It is clear that stable association is an equi- 
valence relation on 2. The similarity class of a matrix atom is called a prime divisor; 
we shall write {P} for the prime divisor corresponding to a matrix atom P. Now let 
D(R) be the free abelian group on the set of prime divisors of R, D(R) is called the 
divisor group of R. Let A EC be a non-unit with atomic factorization 
A = PI P2 .-a P,. Then {PI} { Pz} -.. (Prj E D(R) and this element is independent of the 
choice of the atomic factorization of A by Proposition 3.3. Thus we have a map 
C-D(R) with GL(R) being mapped to 1. This map is clearly a homomorphism, 
moreover the image of Z is the submonoid of D(R) generated by the prime divisors, 
that is, the free abelian monoid on the set of prime divisors of R. We thus obtain a 
surjective homomorphism of abelian groups 
2(Z) + D(R). 
Now suppose that [A]/[B] is in the kernel of this map and let A =P, --. P, and 
B = QI -a- Q, be atomic factorizations of A and B. By assumption we have 
hence r=s and for some permutation o we have (P,} = {Q;,,}. Now Pi and QjO are 
stably associated, say Pi = U,QiaVi, c/i* Vi E GL(R) for all i, and SO in .9(Z) we have 
which lies in the image of GL(R). Thus we obtain an exact sequence 
K,(R)+K,(U)aA(Z)-+D(R)+O 
and the following result is now immediate. 
Theorem 3.4. Let R be a Sylvester domain with UFM, U its universal field of 
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fractions and D(R) its divisor group. Let K, (R) denote the image of K, (R) in K, (I/), 
i.e. K, (R) = GL(R)GL( CI)‘/GL( V)‘. Then 
K,(U)%:,(R) xD(R). 
Remark 1. We retain the set-up of the above theorem. It is easy to see that ,@c is 
the submonoid of .Y((c) generated by the image of GL(R) and the prime divisors. In 
consequence: 
Zabc 3 K,(R) x D’(R), 
where D’(R) denotes the free abelian monoid on the set of prime divisors. Of course 
this can be proved directly, without reference to .:/(.Z). 
As we have mentioned, for any monoid M, the universal abelian monoid is 
obtained by factoring out the congruence relation on M generated by ab-ba, 
a,bEM. Observe that if M, is a submonoid of M closed under factorizations then 
Mfb +Mab is an embedding. It follows that Kl(R)-+Pb, induced by the inclusion 
GL(R) c C, is an embedding. Now the natural map C-D’(R) induces a surjection 
Cab/K1(R)+D’(R) and it is easily verified (using UFM) that this map is an isomor- 
phism. Consider now the commuting diagram 
K, CR) ’ P * D’(R) 
O-K,(R)- .-/(Z) = K, (U) - D(R) -0 
where the lower row is split exact. It is not hard to see that .Zab+.V(Z) is an 
embedding precisely when K, (R)+K, (I/) is an embedding and the former is 
equivalent to .Z ab having cancellation. The calculations of the next section 
demonstrate that Lab need not have cancellation, although in some cases (e.g. when 
R is a free algebra) it does. 
Remark 2. For any Sylvester domain R, the divisor group, D(R), can be defined as 
the cokernel of the natural map K,(R)-K,(U). It follows from Theorem 3.4 that 
this definition coincides with the one given when UF is assumed. When R is a semifir 
the divisor group has the following interpretation. Recall from Ch. 5 of [4] that 
torsion modules over a semifir R and homomorphisms between them form an 
abelian category .Y>. In this category @ is a product, so we can form K,,.Y<, the 
Grothendieck group of .7,, (cf. [2]). Write C for the monoid of full matrices over R 
and denote by {A} the image of A E.Z under the canonical map 
Z +K, (U)/K, (R) = D(R). 
Now we define a map 
y: Ob 7% -D(R), M- {A}, 
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where A is any matrix presenting the torsion module M (cf. [4; Thm. 5.6.21). Let M, 
and Mz be torsion modules over R presented by full matrices A, and AZ, 
respectively; then M, zMz if and only if A, and AZ are stably associated (cf. [6; 
Thm. 2.1, Corollary]) and, further, M,@M, is presented by A, -i-A,, as is easily 
verified. It is now straightforward to show that D(R) satisfies the required universal 
property. 
4. Computing U(R) XPb for some GE-firs 
By a GE-ring we understand a ring R over which every element of GL(R) can be 
written as a product DE, where EE E(R) and D is a diagonal matrix with units on the 
diagonal. It is easy to see that R is a GE-ring if and only if the homomorphism 
G(R)+K](R), induced by the embedding G(R)=GL,(R)GGL(R), is surjective. A 
fir which is also a GE-ring is called a GE-fir. Euclidean rings, more generally: rings 
with weak algorithm are examples of GE-firs (cf. [4; (Thm. 2.2.4 and 2.2.51). 
Suppose that R is a Sylvester domain with UFM which is also a GE-ring and put 
U= U(R). Viewing the Dieudonne determinant as an isomorphism K,(U) z Uxab, it 
follows from Theorem 3.4 that 
u XabzGxD(R), 
where G denotes the image of K,(R) under det. Since R is a GE-ring we know that G 
is also the image of G(R) under the natural map G(R)dUXab. This implies that 
G = G(R)V’ and using the second isomorphism theorem we deduce that 
UX’Z G(R) 
G(R) 17 CJ” 
x D(R). 
As we have seen, D(R) is free abelian on the set of prime divisors of R so in order to 
compute Uxab it remains to determine G(R) fl I/“. 
We introduce the following terminology. An embedding of rings f: R+S will be 
called commutaror-pure if the induced homomorphism of abelian groups 
G(R)ab+G(S)ab is an embedding; alternatively we shall say that R is commutator- 
pure in S (with respect o f). Observe that f: Rd.!3 is commutator-pure if and only 
if 
G(R)‘r-I G(S)’ = (G(R)‘)‘-. 
Clearly, (G(R)‘)f is always contained in G(S)‘, so to prove that f is commutator- 
pure it suffices to establish the reverse inclusion. An immediate consequence of this 
terminology is that if R is a Sylvester domain with UFM, which is a GE-ring and, 
further, R is commutator-pure in its universal field of fractions then 
U xab = G(R)ab x D(R). 
In the remainder of this note we compute U xab of some GE-firs. First we consider 
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skew polynomial rings. Let E be a field, (r an endomorphism of E and write R for 
the skew polynomial ring E[x; a]. In R the commutation rule for x is 
ax=xaa for all a E E. 
Thus R is a right Ore domain, moreover R is a GE-fir (cf. [4, Thm. 2.2.4 and Ex. 
2.4.71) and its usual field of quotients, U = E(x; a), is its universal field of fractions. 
It is easy to see that G(R)=EX and so KI(R)zEEabzKI(E). We shall compute 
Exab, the image of K,(R), and hence also of C(R), in iJxab. Let (Exab)l-odenote the 
subgroup of Exab generated by the set {a-‘aQ’E Xabja~ EX}. From the commuta- 
tion formula ax = xa” we see that a and an are identified in Ux”b;t follows that 5 
is some quotient of Exab/(Exab)lva. To show that in fact EXab=EXab/(EXab)‘-a, 
we define a homomorphism of monoids RX +Exab/(Exab)' -a by 
XiL7i+X’+‘0i+1 +--*+X”a,-{ai) (iZ0) 
where {ai} denotes the class of the first non-zero coefficient. This map clearly 
extends to a group homomorphism UXab+EXab/(Exab)‘-a which factors through 
u xab. The resulting map, when restricted to Exab, gives a canonical homomorphism 
Exab +Exab/(Exab)‘-cr. This proves: 
Proposition 4.1. Let E be a field, a an endomorphism of E and write R = E[x; cc], 
U = E(x; a). Then 
I/x=b= 
EXab 
('Xab)l-a xD(R)* 
When (Y is inner then (Exab)lea is just 1 and hence, in this case, 
UxabzExab xD(R) 
which also shows that the embedding R+U is commutator-pure. At the other 
extreme we find fields with an automorphism such that (Exab)lea=Exab. For 
instance let E be the algebraic closure of FP and let a be the automorphism which 
raises elements of E to their pth power. Then a-‘aa=aP-’ for all aE EX, and since 
every element of EX is a (p - 1)th root we deduce that (Exab)‘-cr= Exab. In 
consequence: 
UXabzD(R). 
We now turn to free rings. Let E be a field, k a subfield of E; the free E-ring on a 
set X, over k, is denoted by Ek(X). For’the construction of Ek(X) the reader is 
referred to [5; pp. 111-l 131. It is also indicated there that Ek(X) possesses the weak 
algorithm and hence is a GE-fir; its universal field of fractions is denoted by 
Ek<X>. When k is commutative and E= k we obtain the free algbebra k(X) whose 
universal field of fractions is written as k<X> . 
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In order to show that in certain cases Ek(X) is commutator-pure in E&X) we 
shall need the following consequence of the specialization lemma (see [5; $6.31): 
Proposition 4.2. Let E be a field with centre k and let X be a set. Assume that (i) 
[E: k] = 03 and (ii) k is infinite. Put R = E&X) and .!J= Ek<X>. Then for each 
finite family {pi} f 1 o e ements of U, there is an R-specialization I/ + E is the identity 
on E and whose domain contains {pi}. 
Proof. Choose an admissible system for each pi and let A be the diagonal sum of 
the denominators of the pi in the chosen systems. Then A is full over R and hence 
non-singular over E for some set of values of X in E, by [5; Lemma 6.3.11. This set 
of values gives rise to the required specialization. 
We remark that the above proposition is obtained from the specialization lemma 
in much the same way as [5; Thm. 7.2.71. (Note that the statement of this theorem is 
incorrect; however we are only concerned here with the special case k = C for which 
the stated form holds.) 
We can now prove: 
Proposition 4.3. Let E be a field with centre k and let X be a set. Assume that (i) 
[E: k] = 03 and (ii) k is-infinite. Then Ek(X) is commutator-pure in E&X>. 
Proof. The group of units of Ek(X) is just EX and so we have to show that 
EXnEk+X$xX’=EX’. 
Assume that de EX and 
d= fi(ai,bi), ai,biEEk<X>. 
i=l 
Then by the above proposition we can choose a homomorphism of a subring 
of Ek<X>, containing Ek(X) and the finite family {ai, bi,a,“, b,T’>, onto E 
which keeps d fixed. We find that d is a product of commutators in EX and hence 
Ex r7 E&X$ ” C E ‘. The reverse inclusion is obvious. 
To obtain similar results when (i) or (ii) of the hypotheses of Proposition 4.3 is 
not satisfied, we recall a definition from [5]. A homomorphism of rings is said to be 
honest if it keeps full matrices full. An honest homomorphism is necessarily 
injective but the converse is not true (cf. [5; p. 881). If f: R+S is an honest homo- 
morphism of Sylvester domains then it can be extended uniquely to a homomor- 
phism of U(R) into U(S), by the proof of 15, Thm. 4.3.31. We can now prove: 
Proposition 4.4. Let f: R+S be an honest and commutator-pure homomorphism 
of Sylvester domains. Assume further that S is commutator-pure in U(S). Then R is 
commutator-pure in U(R). 
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Proof. By the remark preceding the proposition we have the commuting square 
R - U(R) 
f I 1 
s - U(S) 
Let (IE G(R)fl IY(R)~‘. To verify the assertion, it will suffice to show that UE G(R)‘. 
Clearly .f~ G(S)n U(S)” and so uf E G(S)‘. But f is commutator-pure which 
implies that a E G(R)‘. 
Now we can strengthen Proposition 4.3. Let E be a field with central subfield k. 
Suppose that D is a field extension of E with centre C, such that k= CnD and 
further D and C satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 4.3. The natural map 
v/: Ek(X)-+Dc(X) need not be honest, but when IJI is honest and commutator- 
pure, Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 can be used to deduce that E&X) is commutator- 
pure in E,<X>. Observing that w is commutator-pure precisely when the inclusion 
E c D is commutator-pure we have: 
Theorem 4.5. Let D be a field with centre C, let E be a subfield of D and put 
k = Cfl D. Suppose that (i) [D : C] = 00, (ii) C is infinite, (iii) the inclusion ECD is 
commutator-pure and (iv) the natural map E&Y) ‘DC(X) is honest. Then Ek(X) 
is commutator-pure in its universal field of fractions. 
Before applying the above theorem to special cases we prove a lemma. 
Lemma 4.6. Let E be a field with centre k and let 6 be a k-derivation on E. Denote 
by D the field of skew Laurent series E(( y; 1,6)) in y with commutation rules 
and y-‘a=ay-‘-ad forallaEE 
(cf. [5; pp. 17-181). Then the inclusion EcD is commutator-pure. Furthermore 
ctrD=knker6andif6#0 then [D:ctrD]=w. 
Proof. A straightforward normal form argument shows that E is commutator-pure 
in D. As to the centre of D, it follows from the commutation rules in D that 
ctr D = ctr En ker 6. Further if 6# 0 then y d ctr D whence [D : ctr D] = m. 
Theorem 4.7. Let E be a field with centre k and let X be a set. Then Ek(X) is 
commutator-pure in its universal field of fractions and hence 
E&X> xab= Exab x D(E,(X)). 
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Proof. Put E, =E(t) and denote by 6 the derivation d/dt on El. Write D= 
Et((y; 1,s)). Then the inclusions ECEiCD are commutator-pure by the above 
lemma and hence E is commutator-pure in D, as is easily checked. Suppose now that 
ch(k) = 0. Then ker 6 = E and from Lemma 4.6 we deduce that ctr D = k. Further, 
the natural map E&Y)+Dk(X) is honest, essentially by [5; Prop. 5.4.2, 
Corollary], and so the claim follows from Theorem 4.5. Suppose now that k is of 
characteristic p. Then ker 6 = E(tP) and hence ctr D = k(f p). Consider the canonical 
maps 
Ek(X) -5 E(tp),,,P,(X) --L D,(,P,(X). 
We have seen that E is commutator-pure in D. Further a and /I are honest, by 
Lemma 6.3.4 and Prop. 5.4.2, Corollary of [5], respectively, so Crp is also honest. 
Again, the claim follows by Theorem 4.5. 
As an application consider the free algebra k(X), where k is a commutative field. 
By the above theorem we have 
k<X> xab z kX x D(k(X)). 
In the following theorem we exhibit another situation to which Theorem 4.5 can 
be applied. The method of proof is a variant of the one employed above; the 
required field extension is a field of skew Laurent series in several variables. 
Theorem 4.8. Let k be a commutative field of characteristic 0 and let K be a 
(commutative) regular extension of k. Then Kk(X) is commutator-pure in its 
universal field of fractions. 
Proof (outline). For any subfield L of K, containing k, the natural map 
Lk(X) -+ Kk(X> is honest and so we may view L&C+ as a subfield of Kk<X> (cf. 
[5; Prop. 5.4.2, Corollary]). It follows that if Kk(X) is not commutator-pure in its 
universal field of fractions then neither is Lk(X) for some subfield L of K, finitely 
generated over k. Thus we may assume that K is finitely generated over k. 
Consequently K is either a rational function field k(t,, t2, . . . , tn) or is of form 
k(t,, tz, . . . , t,,)(a), where a is algebraic over k(t,, t2, . . . . t,J but not over k. Put 
F= k(t,, t2 , . . . , t,); then either K= F or K = F(a). Denote by 6i the derivation d/dti 
on F, i= 1, . . . . n. It is easy to see that the ai’s pairwise commute and further 
ni ker 6; = k. Suppose now that K = F(a) and for each i and let di be the extension of 
6i to K; these extensions exist and are unique by [9; Thm. 4.3.51. Using the same 
result it is straightforward, although not trivial, to verify that the di’s commute pair- 
wise and ni ker(dJ -k. If K= F we put di = 6i for each i. In either case we can form 
D=K((yi; l,di: i=l,..., n)), 
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the field of skew Laurent series in the y;‘s with commutation rules 
y,Y'a=ay,T'-adj, YjYk=YkYj 
for all a E K and 1 sj, kl n. We note that is essential here that the derivations should 
commute. Using Lemma 4.6 repeatedly it is easy to show that the inclusion KcD is 
commutator-pure and that ctr D = k, and so the claim follows by Theorem 4.5. 
To see that a free ring need not be commutator-pure in its universal field of 
fractions, consider Q@‘&(X). Write R for this ring and I/ for its universal field of 
fractions. It is clear that Q c ctr I/ and V?e ctr U, Hence v’? and - fi are algebraic 
over ctr iJ with the same minimal polynomial. Then \iz and -fi are conjugate in U 
by the Skolem-Noether theorem and so - 1 E (G(R) f7 CP’)\G(R)‘. It follows that R 
is not commutator-pure in U. 
Theorems 4.5, 4.7 and 4.8 enable us to show that certain rings, lying between a 
free ring R and its universal field of fractions U are commutator-pure in U, 
provided that R is. Consider first the coproduct 
R2=E u kF, 
k 
where E is a field with a central subfield k, F is the free group on a set X and kF is 
the group algebra on F over k. Let k[x], denote the ring obtained from the poly- 
nomial ring k[x] by localization at {x’ 1 ie N}; it is easy to see that 
kF= u k[x], ~ 
k 
and hence 
Now each k[x], is a PID, hence a GE-fir by [4; Thm. 8.1.1) and so R2, as a 
coproduct of Ge-firs, is itself a GE-fir by [3; Thm. 3.41. Similarly, 
R3=E/j /j k(x) , 
( > 
XEX, 
k k 
is a GE-fir. Set R, = E&X) = E u,( u, k[x]). The inclusions 
are epic in the category of rings and hence, by the coproduct property, they induce 
epimorphisms 
a B 
R,-R2-R3. 
Moreover a and p are honest, essentially by Lemma 5.4.1 of [5], so we may take 
RICR2CR3 and then U(R,)= U(R$= U(R,). We aim to prove that R2 and R3 are 
commutator-pure in U(R,), provided R, is so. We need a lemma first. 
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Lemma 4.9. Let E be a field with a central subfield k and let x, y be elements of a set 
X. Then 
(i) if p s k[x] is irreducible then it is an atom in Ek( X), 
(ii) if p E k[x] and q E k[ y] are irreducible polynomials and p is stably associated 
to q over Ek(X) then x = y and p = cq for some c E k. 
Proof. (i) (P.M. Cohn.) Suppose p is not an atom in Ek(X), we show this leads to 
a contradiction. Let p = fg, f, g E E,(X), deg f, deg gr 1. Then clearly f and g 
belong to Ek(x), we put R for this ring. Now R is a fir, hence a UFD (cf. [4; Thm. 
3.2.2, Corollary]); in particular R is atomic. Thus we may assume that f is an atom. 
Further, p has non-zero constant term so we may also assume that f = 1 +f, where 
the constant term off, is 0. We have 
xfg=xp=px=fgx 
whence fR flxfR # 0. Thus fR +xfR is a principal right ideal (cf. [4; Thm. 1.1.11) 
and since f is an atom it follows that either fR 2 xfR of fR +xfR = R. Assume the 
former, then fh =xf for some h E R and clearly deg h = deg x= 1. Moreover the 
constant term of h is 0. Now we have 
fh=(l+f,)h=h+f,h=xf=x+xf, 
and equating coefficients we find h =x. Hence fx=xf and consequently f E k[x]. 
But then g is also in k[x] contradicting the assumption that p is irreducible. Suppose 
now that fR + xfR = R; then fu +xfu = 1 for some u, u E R. Let d denote the image of 
ac R under the canonical map Ek(x)-+E[x]. Passing over to E[x] we find 
T(r.i+XV)=l h w ence f= 1. It follows that g=p and so deg f =O, a contradiction. 
(ii). Set R = Ek(X) and suppose that 
U(pCI)V=(qCI) (4.1) 
where U, VE GL(R). Put t = 0 for all ZE X, such that zfx; we find that p is stably 
associated to q over Ek(x). On applying the natural map Ek(x)+E[x] we see that p 
is also stably associated to q over E[x]. Moreover, if El is any field extension of E 
then p and q are stably associated over El [xl. Choose E, so that it contains a zero of 
p, say a (e.g. El = U(E u, k), where E is the algebraic closure of k). Then (4.1) holds 
with U, VEGL(E,[X]). Put X=(T in (4.1); it is easy to see that (Y is also a zero of q. 
The claim is now immediate. 
Theorem 4.10. Let E be a field with a central subfield k and let X be a set. Put 
and write I/ for the common universal field of fractions of the above rings. If R, is 
commutator-pure in U then so are R2 and R3. 
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Proof. The groups of units of the R, can be determined using [5; Prop. 5.3.41. We 
have 
G(R,) =EX s G(R,) =EX*,x(kX xF) c G(R,) =EX*,x(*,xk(x)X), xcx; 
here the sign ekx stands for the free product, amalgamating kX, of the groups 
indicated and F is the free group on X. Assume that RI is commutator-pure in CJ, we 
show that R, is also commutator-pure in U. The same argument works for R2. 
Clearly, we may assume that X= {x1, .. ..x.}. Let dEG(R3)flCJx’, we have to show 
that dc G(R3)‘. We know that d is of the following form: 
dze I fi, ‘;...em+, 2 
s; g; 
$gj~k[xi(ij]X, ejeEX. 
gm 
Here the i(j) need not be distinct. However we can modify d multiplying it by a 
suitable element of G(R3)’ to obtain 
d 
1 
=e fifi . . . If? 
g1 g2 gn ’ 
J;:,giEk[xi]X, eEEX. 
Then d, = d mod G(R3)‘. Furthermore, setting f =ft f2 .-- fn and g = glg2 e-e g,, we 
have 
d2 = efg-’ = d, = d mod G(R3)‘. (4.2) 
Now l;g c RI, further f and g have the same atomic factors over R, because 
d2E Ux’. Each J and gi can be written as a product of irreducible polynomials in 
k[xi]; by Lemma 4.9 (i) we thus obtain atomic factorizations of f and g in RI. 
Further, the atomic factors off and g are pairwise stably associated since RI has 
UFM. By Lemma 4.9 (ii) this means that the atomic factors off and g are pairwise 
k-associated; moreover factors of fi can only be k-associated to factors of gi. We 
deduce that for each i 
A=C;gi, CiEk”, 
and consequently 
dl=eclc2...cn. 
Thus d, E Ex n Ux’ and since RI is commutator-pure in U by assumption, this 
implies that dl E E “. We can now deduce from (4.2) that dEG(R3)’ and this 
completes the proof. 
We remark that the converse of the above theorem also holds; this can be proved 
by showing that the inclusions R, c R2C R3 are commutator-pure. Thus the example 
succeeding Theorem 4.8 shows that a coproduct of fields need not be commutator- 
pure in its universal field of fractions. On the positive side, Theorems 4.7 and 4.10 
imply that a coproduct of simple transcendental extensions of a commutative field is 
commutator-pure in its universal field of fractions. This can be generalized: 
Theorem 3.4.10 of [ 1Oj states that a coproduct of (commutative) regular extensions 
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of a commutative field of characteristic 0 is commutator-pure in its universal field 
of fractions. 
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